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In the UK, in accordance with UK Working Time Regulations, 
employees are entitled to a minimum of 5.6 weeks (28 days) 
paid leave each year. This takes into account 1.6 weeks (8 
days) worth of Bank Holidays, where employees still receive 
their standard rate of pay (unless specified otherwise, e.g. 
double pay for hours worked on a Bank Holiday, or Bank 
Holidays are considered normal working days in your 
profession).

The four weeks associated with the European Working Time 
Directive are referred to as Statutory Leave and cannot usually 
be carried over into another holiday year, however certain 
extenuating circumstances will allow it. An organisation’s 
employees should be encouraged to take their minimum four 
weeks holiday. In some organisations, where contractually 
specified, it may be possible to carry over a small number of 
days of statutory leave into the next holiday year. 

What does the law say?
The European Working Time Directive entitles all employees throughout Europe to a 
minimum of four weeks paid annual leave. 

Alternatively, as previously mentioned certain extenuating 
circumstances permit an employee to carry over statutory 
leave for up to 18 months after the end date of the previous 
holiday year. This is usually the case when an employee goes 
on long term sick leave and is unable to use their holiday 
allowance. This was recently made clear in the 
Plumb vs. Duncan Print Group court ruling, whereby the judge 
upheld the claimants case, stating that it is the worker’s choice 
whether they take annual leave when their absence is due to 
sickness, and that a worker is permitted to carry over leave 
untaken due to sickness for up to 18 months.
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Why the legislation is in place?
Paid time off for UK employees is a basic protection that all 
workers are entitled to. In most cases, employers are diligent 
in making sure that their workers receive Holiday Pay. Some 
go over and above, offering Holiday Pay entitlement beyond 
the 5.6 weeks (28 days) statutory minimum. 

However, some individuals and employers are unaware of 
their Holiday Pay entitlements, which has highlighted a need 
for better information regarding Holiday Pay in the public 
space. As a result, The Taylor Review proposed amendments 
to current UK employment legislation in order to rectify this, 
and we’ll come on to that later.

Who does the legislation apply to?
Both the EU Working Time Directive and the UK Working Time 
Regulations apply to all workers, not just employees. This 
includes agency workers and non-employed trainees.

There are specific exclusions for certain sectors, such as: air, 
rail, road and sea transport, doctors in training and services 
in the armed forces and the police force. These sectors still 
receive time off work, but it is allocated differently to annual 
leave for the remainder of industries and organisations.

What are the different types of annual 
leave?
Regulation 13 Leave refers to the four weeks statutory annual 
leave granted through the Working Time Regulations 1998.

Additional Leave is the 1.6 weeks (8 days) statutory annual 
leave granted by the Working Time Regulations 2007.

Contractual Leave is any leave in excess of the statutory 
leave provided for in a relevant contract, such as a Contract of 
Employment.

How the new legislative changes will affect 
your payroll?
The new changes to legislation require you to include all 
aspects of an employee’s pay in their Holiday Pay calculation. 
This includes both voluntary and non-voluntary overtime, as 
well as commission and any other additional payments that 
they would usually receive as standard each month.

For example, if an employee earns an average of £600 
commission each month, you would include this in their 
Holiday Pay calculation. However, if an employee receives an 
annual bonus of £1,000, you would not factor this in when 
calculating their Holiday Pay.

As a result, these changes have made calculating Holiday Pay 
significantly more complex, as employers are now required to 
factor in significantly more information into their calculations 
than previously.
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Part-time workers are entitled to the same holidays as full-
time workers, and the amount that they are permitted to take 
will be calculated pro-rata. For example, if an employee works 
3 days a week, you would multiply 3 by 5.6 (the standard 
annual allowance) to get 16.8 – which is the number of days 
that they’re entitled to.

Casual and Agency workers
If you employ casual and agency workers, it’s easiest to 
calculate holiday entitlement through accrual. So as 5.6 weeks 
(28 days) holiday is equal to 12.07% of hours worked over a 
year, you would multiply this by the number of hours they 
work to find their entitlement.

It should also be noted that, under Agency Workers 
Regulations, agency workers should receive the same 
entitlements as comparable employees – including paid 
annual leave.

Calculating Holiday Entitlement

Maternity and Sick leave
Unless a contract specifies otherwise, statutory minimum paid 
leave accrues during periods of absence, including ordinary 
and additional maternity leave.
This is a complex area, so we would advise that you seek legal 
advice if you are in any doubt.

As previously mentioned, if an employee falls sick during their 
annual leave, case law indicates that they can reclaim it for 
up to 18 months after the end of the previous holiday year. If 
you’re dealing with a case like this, you are encouraged to seek 
legal advice. On a similar note, be aware that statutory leave 
can be accrued during sickness leave.

Be aware that if holiday entitlement is unfairly denied, you 
could face an Employment Tribunal with steep compensatory 
payments for failing to comply with the ACAS Code of Practice.

If you’re unsure on how to calculate Holiday Entitlement, take 
a look at GOV.UK’s Holiday Entitlement Calculator.

Under the Working Time Regulations 1998, employees and workers are entitled to a 
minimum of 5.6 weeks (28 days) paid leave each year (including bank holidays).
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Calculating Holiday Pay
In accordance with the Employment Rights Act 1996, 
employees are entitled to a week’s regular pay for each week 
of their statutory leave entitlement.

If the employee’s weekly pay is always the same regardless of the amount of work they do 
(salaried employees), then they’ll receive a regular weekly pay amount as specified in their 
contract.

When calculating the pay for 4 weeks statutory leave, you must include guaranteed and non-
guaranteed overtime, ‘intrinsically linked’ payments such as commission or bonuses and 
voluntary overtime (unless genuinely occasional or infrequent).

If the employee’s weekly pay varies depending on the amount of work that they do, then you 
will need to multiply their normal weekly working hours by their average hourly rate over the 
preceding 12 weeks, including any overtime or commission.

Average Weekly Hours   

            25         x          £9.50                      =       £237.50

 

For shift and rota workers, calculate the average hours of work per week in the preceding 12 
weeks, then multiply this by their average hourly rate including overtime and commission.

   x      Average Hourly Rate      =      1 Week Holiday Pay

    (150 ÷ 12)           x               £9.50                     =        £118.75  

Rolled-up Holiday Pay
Employers should pay their employees at the time they take their leave. They should not use any 
form of ‘rolled-up pay’, whereby holiday pay is staggered over the rest of the year.

On termination of employment, you still have to pay employees for any statutory leave 
entitlement they haven’t taken.

Furthermore, if an employee passes away and still has annual leave untaken, you must still pay 
the employees heir or estate the remaining value of the untaken holiday.

Average Weekly Hours 
For Previous 12 Weeks 

    x       Average Hourly Rate     =      1 Week Holiday Pay
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The Good Work Plan
The Government’s Good Work Plan put forward the findings 
and recommendations from the Taylor Review: an in-depth 
analysis of current UK working practices conducted by 
Matthew Taylor, an independent party who was tasked with 
improving working practices throughout modern Britain.

In February 2018, the UK Government accepted 51 of the 
53 recommendations that Matthew Taylor put forward in 
his report. Although the Government did not accept his 
recommendations for changes to rolled-up Holiday Pay, it did 
agree to the alterations to reference periods and stated that it 
would do the following:

 } Launch an awareness campaign, targeted at both 
individuals and employers, to boost awareness and 
understanding to help ensure all workers are benefiting 
from their paid entitlement to leave.

 } Introduce new guidance, including real life examples, to 
support the interpretation of Holiday Pay rules. This will 
be accompanied by an updated and improved holiday 
entitlement calculator and we are exploring the option of 
a new holiday pay calculator.

 } Legislate to extend the Holiday Pay reference period from 
12 to 52 weeks (due to come into effect 6th April 2020).

           (The Good Work Plan, December 2018)

What to do if you get stuck
Holiday Pay is a tricky beast, there’s a multitude of factors to 
account for and the legislation surrounding it can sometimes 
seem a little hazy. However, if you do find yourself up a creek 
without a paddle, here we have a helpful list of resources to 
turn to, to get you back on track.

Your organisation’s Company Handbook and Employment 
Contracts

 } These should outline your internal policies on Holiday 
Entitlement and Holiday Pay. If they can’t give you the 
answers you need, they’ll at least point you in the right 
direction for further queries!

ACAS

 } Holiday Entitlement Guidance

GOV.UK

 } Guidance for Workers Without Fixed Hours or Pay
 } Holiday Pay for Employees
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The Holiday Pay Module from IRIS

The IRIS Holiday Pay Module will automatically calculate and pay the 12 week 
average weekly earnings for Holiday Pay, overtime and commission as part of the 
payroll run.

The module will save you time and reduce the chances of 
errors when calculating employees’ entitlement to contractual 
and enhanced holiday. There are no complex processes to run 
and no additional manpower required. It’s all taken care of 
within your payroll.

Tailored to your requirements
IRIS Payroll configures Holiday Pay, taking into account any 
additional pay elements that you want to include according to 
your business practice, and whether you want to include the 
weeks that employees’ received zero pay, Holiday Pay or other 
statutory payments.

Holiday Pay calculation
Your payroll will enable you to quickly view the Holiday Pay 
Calculation for an employee, showing:

 } How the average weekly earnings value has been 
calculated

 } All pay periods included in the average weekly earnings 
calculation along with the total earnings

 } Any pay periods excluded from the average weekly 
earnings calculation

Easy configuration
The Holiday Pay Module also includes options that allow you to:

 } Define pay elements to include in your Holiday Pay 
calculation

 } Define a monthly divisor for the 12 week average weekly 
earnings calculation for monthly paid employees

 } Set the default Holiday Pay entitlement for enhanced 
(statutory leave) and contractual leave

 } Choose periods to exclude from the 12 week average 
weekly earnings calculation, such as periods that have zero 
pay or statutory payments

 } Specify different enhanced and contractual holiday 
entitlement for each individual employee

Request a demo of the 
Holiday Pay Module here.
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About IRIS

With over 40 years’ experience, IRIS provides business critical 
software and services to the UK SME sector and accountants 
in practice. Over 90,000 small and medium sized companies, 
including 18,000 accountancy practices, rely on IRIS every day 
to run their business and collaborate, with around 466,000 
end-users subscribing to IRIS cloud solutions.

IRIS Software Group is the number one solution provider for 
RTI and its software pays 14% of UK businesses that operate 
under PAYE. All customers receive the greatest choice of RTI 
payroll software and services managed under the brands IRIS, 
Earnie and KashFlow.

IRIS is renowned for ensuring that all software and services 
are completely up to date with the latest legislation, which 
means that you in turn as a customer are kept compliant. 
We have shown this through the rolling out of RTI Reporting 
and Automatic Enrolment. As well as continuously enrolling 
employees into qualifying pension schemes, IRIS have 
developed the IRIS Holiday Pay Module in order to help you 
calculate Holiday Pay for your employees.

If you’d like to find out more about IRIS Payroll and the 
IRIS Holiday Pay Module, get in touch with our team on 
0344 815 5656.


